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SUMMARY 
A preliminary  investigation was made of the  performance of several 
cooling-air  ejectors  at  prfmary  Jet  pressure  ratios f r o m  1 to 10 and 
temperatures f r o m  80° to 50O0 F. In order to determFne  the  effective- 
ness of these  ejectors,  the  cooling-air  paseage wag blocked and the 
pressure drop in the  ejector,  which  occurred w h e n  the primary  pressure 
ratio  asd  temperature  were  varied, w&s used  as an indication of pumping 
ability.  The  thrust was also measured to  determine  the cost of this 
pumping  in  -berms of jet  thrust. The investigation was limfted to 
coccal shroud type ejectors  with  ratios f shroud to nozzle  exit 
diameter f r o m  1.10 to 1.58 for  several  ratios of the  spacing  between 
the  exits  to  the  primary  jet  nozzle  exit  diameter. 
The results  indicate  that  ejector  thrust  is a primary  consideration 
in  the  proper  selection of a cooling-air  ejector inasmch a8 a loss 
in jet  thrust  is  incurred. This loss is a function of the minim 
pressure  obtained  in  the  blocked  cooling-air  passage and -cr ases  as 
the  cooling-air-passage  pressure  drops. 
An increase in primary  Jet  air  temperature f r o m  800 to 4ooo F had a 
detrimental  effect on the  pumping  ability of ejectors having short 
spacings  between  the  jet  nozzle  exit  and  the  ejector  shroud  exit. 
INTRO~CTIOR 
The recent  application of tail-pipe  burning to turbojet  engines 
and the  expected  use of ram-jet  engines have s e a t -  increased power 
plant  operating  temperatures' and flight  speeds of aircraft, which impose 
greater  requirements on the  cooling  system over adder range of oper- 
ating  conditions  than without afterburning. Cooling requirements of 
turbojet  engines  without  tail-pipe bur- have  been  satisfied  by  the 
use of an exhaust-gas-driven  ejectar as a cooling  air  pump. Design 
and  performance information over  these wLder ranges of operating  con- 
ditions is, however,  meager.  Cooling-air-ejector  design  chart8  and 
temperature  correctLon  factors are available  in  references 1 and 2 f o r  
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ratios of primary  jet  total  pressure  to  ambient  pressure f r o m  1 to 2.8. f 
Theoretical and experimental  ejector  performance  for  higher  primary 
pressure  ratios  exists  in  reference 3, but f o r  configurations fo r  which 
the  ratio of secondary  weight f l a w  . t o  primary  weight flow far exceeds 
that  necessary for conventional  exhaust-gas  ejectors.  Furthermore,  the 
theoretical  treatment  kannot be extended  to  the  short  mixing-section 
ejector  that  is  adequate for cooling  purposes,  because  the  assumption 
that  complete mixing occurs  between  the primary jet and the f luid being 
pumped  is not applicable. 
A n  ejector  analysis,  based on cer ta in  aeslrmptions shown to be 
applicable  through  experlmental  investigation,  that  provides scm  m o r -  
?nation on cylindrical ejector  performance  is  available  in  reference 4. 
This reference considers ejector  performance Fn the  range of both 
pressure  ratios and weight f l a w s  suitable for cooling purposes,  but 
does  not  supply  sufficient  infonnation o a l l o w  complete  selection 
of ooollng-air-ejector  configurations. 
I 
An investigation  is  being  conducted  at  the NACA Lewis laboratory 
which w i l l  provide sufficient'air-flow-thrust information  to  allow 
rational  selection of ejectors. The present preliminary investigation 
consisted of obtaining  the  pumping  pressure  rise, and the  thrust of the 
ejector  when  the  cooling-air  passage wa blocked and the  primary 
pressure  ratio,  primary  gas  temperature,  ratio of the  spacing  (between 
the  exits of the shroud and the  nozzle) to nozzle exit diameter and 
ratio OS diameters of shroud eat to nozzle  exit  were varied. Several 
spacing ratios  were  investigated far each of several  diameter  ratios 
f r o m  1.10 to 1.58. These resulting  ejector  configurations  were  inves- 
tigated  at  primary  pressure  ratios from 1 to 10 and primary gas tem- 
peratures of 80°, 3000, and 5000 F. 
The following syrnbols are  used in this reEqrt: 
A area 
D diameter 
F thrust 
M Mach  number 
m a 6 6  f l O W  
P total Pressure 
P static  pressure 
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M 
CD 
N 
N 
I ~ o / p o  ram pressure  ratio 
s space between nozzle and shroud exit 
s/% spacing  ratio 
T t o t a l  temperature 
v velocity 
rl ram pressure recovery  ratio 
q pJp0 cooling s y s ~ % ~ ~  inlet pressure r a t i o  
Y r a t i o  o f  specific heats 
Subscripts : - 
I & standard ambient pressure 
e ejector  
5 jet nozzle 
. 
S secondary  system 
sh shroud 
0 atmospheric pressure 
I primary  nozzle exit 
2 s m u a  exit 
The apparatus used i n  this investigation is  shown schematically 
in figure 1. The ejector  consisted of a shrouded primary nozzle 
enclosed i n  a 16-inch-diasleter duct connected t o  the laboratory exhaust 
system. The ejector  was pivoted t o  a frame and connected by means of 
flexible bellows to the laboratory air supply t o  allow Free movement 
” fo r  thrust measurement. Both the primary nozzle and the shmua w e r e  
conical sections .haviw 15O half-cone angles. The inlet diameter of 
the primary nozzle was 5 inches and the  exit diameter was 4 inches. 
1 The inside dltlmeter of the shroud inlet  was maintained a t  10 inches 
4 
while the exit diameter was varied to obtain diameter ratios of 1.10, t 
1.21, 1.39, and 1.58. The spacing  ratio was varied  for  each  diameter 
ratio  by  inserting  straight  flanged  spacers &.the approach  pipe  ahead 
of the  shroud. .. ." .. .. - - -  . - . .  .- " 
The  performance of each  configuration was investigated over a : 
range of primary pressure ratio from 1 to 10, which were obtained by cu 
varying  both  the  primary  total  pressure  and  the  exhaust  pressure.  The 
primary  total  pressure  could  be  varied f r o m  zero  gage to about 60 percent 
of  the m a x i m u m  of  the s~pply system (40 lbe/sq  in.,  gage).  The  exhaust 
pressure  could  be  varied f r o m  ambient to about 8 inches of mercury 
absolute.  The  primary  air  could  be  supplied  either  with  atmospheric 
dew  point  at 809 F or. with -20' dew point  at 80° F. The  temperature of 
the  air was varied  from 80° to 500° F by  burning  fuel i n a turbojet- 
engine  combustor,  which was inserted in the  air  supply  duct.  The 
secondary-air  passage was blocked to prevent the induction of air  through 
it  by  the  primary  jet  and  the  resulting  pressure  vzirfation fn the shroud. 
was investigated far ea-ch  configuration. It wa8 diecovered  at  the  conclu- 
eion of the Fnvestigation that a leak existed from the prFmary to the d 
secondary allowing a secondary weight flow ratio of zero to 1 percent. 
T h i s  small mount of secondary  flow as not  sufficient o affect  the 
trends of the  curves  presented,  but  did  cause  the  secondary  pressure 
and  thrust  ratios  to  be  slightly high. ' 
- . -  
.. - 
The total pressure  and  tenperatme of the primary air  were  measured 
by a total-pressure  tube  and an iron-constantan  thermocouple  located 
16 inches  upstream of the primmy nozzle  exit.  The secondary total 
pressure,  which in this  case was identical to the  static  inasmuch as the 
secondary  weight flow was zero, was measured  by a total-head  tube at 
approximately  the  same  station  at  which  the primary measurements  were 
taken. 
The  exhaust  pressure was measured f r o m  static  taps  located  at  the 
lip of the  shroud  in  the  plane of xit.  This  pressure vas considered 
to be  that into which  the  ejector  discharged  and to be  representative 
of  the  pressure  acting along the conical shroud. The difference in 
static  pressure  at  the  lip  of  the shroud and  at  the  duct w a l l  in the 
plane of the  ejector  exit  varied to 8 maximum of 4 inches of water. 
,The  resultant  force  composed f the  ejector t e s t  and  $he  force 
on the  ejector  produced by the  difference  betweenatmospheric and 
exhaust  pressure,  was  measured  by  a-  strain  gage  located on the  center 
line of the  jet and anchored  to  the  supporting frame. The  actual 
ejector thrust was obtained by adding the pressure force a8 determined d 
by  calibration f o r  various  exhaust  pressures to the  force as read f r o m  
the  strain  gage. . .  
. .I 
. ." - . - 
. 
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s RESULTS AWD DISCUSSION 
The  performance of a cooling-air  ejector  for  aircraft  can  be 
evaluated by its  ability to pump air and its  effect  upon  Jet  thrust. 
These  performance m e t e r s  are  affected by both  design  and  operational 
variables, PrFmary pressure  ratio, the principle operatfoml  variable, 
iB an indication of t h e  combined  potential and kinetic  energy  avail- 
able in the  driving Jet to entrain or pwnp cooling  air. 
I3 
N 
0) w The effect of primary pressure ratio on eJectur performance for 
an  ejector  with  the  secondary flow passage  blocked  is shown by  the 
ty-pical  performance curves of figure 2. As the primary pressure  ratio  was 
increased, the secondary pressure ratio decreased to a value 
and  then  increased  linearly  with  increasing primary pressure  ratio. 
This variation  is similar to that  observed  for  the w a l l  pressures of 
a convergent-divergent  nozzle. For example,  the w a l l  pressure  at  the 
exit of a supersonic  nozzle .is ambient  until  the  internal ormal shock 
moves to the  exit  whereupon  the &t pressure  abruptly takes on the 
accompanying sketch as the  region f r o m  a to c. 
- value of the  pressure  apstream of the shock. This. is shown in  the 
Once  the normal: shock stands at the  exit of the  nozzle,  the  relation 
between  the  primary  and  exit  pressure i  fixed and remains so regardless 
of  how high the  primary  pressure  ratio  berromes. Thus, as shown in the 
sketch  (region c to d>  the  exit  pressure ratio varies  linearly  with 
primary  pressure  ratio. F r o m  figure Z(a>,  it can be  surmised  that a . 
shock  system forms at  the  shroud  exit  in  the  primary  pressure  ratio 
range  from C to E causing  the  secondary  pressure to assume -some l o w  
value  as  required  by  the  pressure r i s e  through  the  shock.  Beyond E
the  curve is linear as with  the  supersonic  nozzle. In the  regton 
from .A to C the  main  part of the  jet,  which  is  subsonic  at  primary 
pressure  ratios  less than that  at B and  supersonic at ratios higher 
than that  at  B,  does not  greatly influence pressures within the' 
shroud.  The  reduction  in  secondary  pressure  is  due  to  the  pressure - rise  required  for  the mixing region of the  jet  to  emerge  from  the shroud 
at ambient  pressure.  Beyond C, the prFmary pressure  ratio  is  such 
that  the  supersonic  portion  of  the  primary  jet  has  expanded to fill 
d the  shroud  exit  and  set up the  shock  system  mentioned. 
The variation of thrust ratio of fIgure-Z(b) I s  similar to that r 
which occws with a supersonic  nozzle  operating  at  off-design  conditions 
such as  described  Fn:Yeference 5. Also the "Ust ratio  characterfstlcs 
fol low closely  those  of  the  secondary  pressure  ratio of figure Z(a). 
For example, the minimum secondary pressure ratio and thrust ratio 0) 
occur at .the same primary pressure ratio. This agprent dependence €2 
of thrust ratio upon secondary pressure ratio is explained In the w 
following discussim; - . - .  ." . . . . . . . . . " . -. - - - . . . . . - . . . .  - - . -. . . - - - 
Thrust  of an ejector  can be written as 
by  referring to the a c c o m m n g  sketch. 
Writing  the  momentum  equation  between  atations 1 and 2 give8 
By subtracting  AspO f r o m  each side,  simplifing, and noting that 
Ab =L A, - Ap, each side of the  momentum  equation  becomes eqwl to 
ejector  thrust Fe resulting in the  expression 
. .. . . 
Fe =t Pi$ (1 + y ~ 1 2 )  + Ps(A, - - P&s + P ~ A ~  - 
This  equation  can  be  further  simplified  by  utilizing  the  equation  for 
primary nozzle  thrust  which is
P NACA FM E5LB21 c 7 
z Ejector thrust now becomes 
N 
(D 
N 
w 
The term Ps& - dA can be neglected [ a s  long as f l o w  
remains  subsonic),  inasmuch a s  the  areas  involved  are  equal  and  psh, 
being  affected only by  the  subsonic flow, does  llot vary appreciably 
f z o m  Ps. 
Therefore,  the  thrust of an ejector  becomes 
and  the  dependence uwn secondary  pressure  ratio  is shorn. As the 
secondary  pressure  ratio  decreases  below  unity  the  thrust loss increases 
and  the  thrust  ratio  reaches  minimum at  the  primary  pressure  ratio 
at  which  thd  jet  fills  the  shroud.  Further  increases  in  the  primary 
pressure  ratio  cause  the seqndary pressure  ratio to increase and the 
thrust  again  increases.  Examination of equation (2) indicates  that 
the  thrust loss  should be  zero when the  secondary-pressure  ratio is 
unity.  However,  the  shroud  pressures  are  affected  by the shock system 
&I-AS 
and  the  term  PsAc - J Psh u w h i c h  was previous-  omitted must be 
included in the  thrust  equation to allow  for  the  increasing shroud 
w a l l  pressure.  Therefore,  the  thrust  ratio  increases to a maximum 
value  less  than  unity. 
Effect of Humidity on EJector  Performance 
In addition to the  effect of primary  pressure  ratio,  the  effect 
of the  operatiorml  variables  humidity  and  air  temperature  were 
investigated  briefly.  Most  ejector  investigations are made  with 
models  supplied  with  compressed  atmospheric  air. The humidity of  
this  air  may  be  relatively high, as indicated  by vapr trails  leaving 
the  ejector. In order  to  determine  whether o  not  condensation  wlthin 
the  ejector had been  affecting  performance,  several  configurations 
were  investigated with both  moist  air (50° F dew point)  supplied  at 
800 F and dry air (-200 F dew  point)  supplied  at SO0, 3000, and 4ooo F. 
A comparison of ejector  performance using the mist and dry air  at 
m 
- 
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these  temperatures is shown in figure 3 for  one  ejector  configuration. 
Use of dry air  at SO0 F eliminated  condensation  thus  preventing  the 
premature  formation of the  shock  system  due.to  condensation  and  allowed 
the  secondary  pressure  ratio o decrease  further  until  the  internal 
compression  shock  system  formed. 
Because  of  the  relative high eqansion ratios  of  the  primary  air 
wlthin  the  ejector,  condensation was still  theoretically  possible  wtth 
the dry air  at 80° F. Air  temperatures  were  therefore  increased  by 
burning  part  of  the  air  with a hydrocarbon  fuel.  The 300' and 400° F 
temperatures  used  were  selected on the  basis of the  data of reference 6 
to insure  condensation  free  flow.  The  effects  of  condensation  had 
apparently  been  eliminated  by  use of the  dry  air  at 80° F inasmuch  as 
the  use of heated air did  not  produce any additional  change  in  pumping 
characteristics of this  configuration.  Additional  effects of tempera- 
ture WFl be  discussed  Later. 
The  effects of condensation on thrust  (fig. 3(b)) are not as w e l l  
defined  as  the  effects on pumping  charaeteristics.  This  lack of 
definition  results f r o m  the small  thrust  difference  between  the mist 
and dry  air  case.  However, a trend towards a greater  thrust loss is 
indicated  when  condensation  is  absent.  The  greater  tJmust loss is 
due to the  attainment of a lower  minimum  secondary  pressure  &ti0  and 
the  accompanying  oyerexpnsion f the primary  jet  stream. 
Effect of Primary Air Temperature on Ejector  Performance 
Heating  the dry air  to  insure  that all condensation  effects  were 
eliminated  resulted  in  reductions i  thrust  ratio  as shown in 
figure 3(b) as w e l l  as  other  variations  in  performance of the  ejectors 
having s m a ~  spacing  ratios  (fig. 4(a) to 4(d)). rphe su-spacing- 
ratio  ejectors  gave  higher  secondary  pressure  ratios  (less  pumping) as 
the  air  temperature  was  increased.  The  effect o  temperature on the 
pumping  characteristics  decreased  as  the  ejector  spacing  ratfo  increased. 
Possibly these  effects  resulted from chnges in configuration 
caused by the  difference  in linear them1 expansion  between  the  nozzle 
and  the shr~ud. Investigation  showed,  however,  that  although the trends 
were in the r m t  direction,  the changes in diameter  and  spacing  ratio 
were too enaal to  account for the.dlfference. 
An  explanation  of  the  effect of temperature on ejector  performance 
I s  suggest&  by  evidence  in  reference 7 i n d i c a t u  that  the 'prFmary 
Jet  spreads less rapidly  (the efflux angle based  on equal Mach numbers 
at  the Jet boundary is emaller), when the  temperature ie increased. 
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As the  jet  spreads less rapfdly  with  increasing  temperature,  the maXfmum 
pmpFng effectiveness w i l l  occur  at  increasing primary pressure ratios. 
TBese variations were found to exist as shown in figure 4. As the spac- 
ing  ratio was increased,  allowing  sufficient  length for satisfactory 
attachment of the Jet to  the shroud wali, the  ejector  pumping perfom- 
ance was less sensitive  to  both  primary  temperatures and spacing  ratio. 
The effect of temperature on thrust was relatively small. 
Effect  of  Spacing  Ratio an Ejector  Performance 
As shown in figmes 5 to 8, when  the  primary  jet  temperature  and 
diameter  ratio  were  held  constant,  increase in spacing  ratio  resulted 
in a decrease  in  the  minimum  secondary  pressure  ratio for ny one 
spacing  ratio., to a minimum value  for  the  diameter  ratio..  Further 
increases  in  spacing  ratio  increased  the minimum secondary  pressure 
ratio. Also, the minimum secondary  pressure  ratio  occurred  at  progres- 
sively  lower  primary  pressure ratim as the  spacing  ratio was increased. 
The  thrust loss which  accompanied  the  use of an ejector  generally 
tended  to  increase  with  decreasing  secondary  pressure  ratio  for  each 
diameter  ratio.  This  trend  is  consistent  with  the  thrust  trends 
already  discussed  and  results f r o m  the  internal  losses  associated  with 
overexpansion of the  fluid  stream.  Generally for any operating  c0nd.i- 
tfon an increase  in  spacing  ratlo  increased  the thrust loss  of the 
e Sector. 
Effect  of  Diameter  Ratio on Performance 
An examination  of  figures 5 to 8 shows  that  the  general  effect of 
increasing  diameter  rakio was to shift  the  pumping  range of an ejector 
to higher  pressure  ratios  and  to  increase  the  range of primary  pressures 
over  which  the  ejector would pump.  The  lowest  value of minFmum second- 
ary pressure  ratio also decreased  and  occurred  at  higher  spacing ratios 
as the  diameter  ratio  became  larger.  The  thrust  ratio  again  followed 
the  secondary  pressure  ratio  trends,  indicating a close  association 
of  pumping cost with  the  magnitude  of  the  pumping.  These data also 
indicate  the  magnitude of losses  that  would  occur  if  throttling  upstream 
of the  ejector was used to control cooling-air flow. As the  cooling- 
air  flow  approached  zero,  the  thrust loss in the  ejectur  would  approach 
the  values shown in  figures 5 t o  8 with thrust  losses  as  great  as 
35 percent  occurring. 
10 
Significance of Data 
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The pumping  region of an  ejector  can  be  determined  for  various 
pressure  conditions and aircraft  flight  speeds f r o m  the  data  presented 
herein  as shown in  the  following  sketches: 
The  variation  of  secondary  pressure  ratio  with  primary pressure 
ratio under conditions of  zero secondary weight f l o w ,  shown in the 
sketches as the  curve of zero-weight-flow  ratio,  is  one  boundary  of 
-the pumping  region. The other boundary is  the  variation of the 
cooling-system  inlet  pressure  ratio  with  primary  pressure  ratio  inasmuch 
as  this  inlet  ratio  cannot  be  exceeded by th  secondary  pressure  ratio 
when  the  ejector is pumping. The  latter  boundary  for  the  case of a
ram-type  inlet  is  shown in sketch (a) where  Po/po 2 qi Po/po 1. 
The  case of an inlet i n  which no ram exists is shown in sketch (b) 
where 1 =) vi Po/po g 0. The  primary  pressure  ratio  at  which  the 
bounding  pressure  ratios  become equal determines  the  limit of the 
primaw-pressure-ratio  range  over  which  pumping can take  place inasmuch 
as at  this  pofnt  the s condary weight  flow  is  zero.  This  limit  as 
shown in the  sketches occurs at  the  intersection of the zem-weight- 
flow curve cwd the  inlet-pressure-ratio  curves. Primsry pressure ratios 
higher  than  this  limiting  value would induce  reverse flow through  the 
cooling  system  inasmuch  as  the  secondary  pressure  ratio  then  exceeds 
the  inlet  pressure  ratio. 
N 
CONCLUDING FEMARKS 
The examination of these data showing pumping character is t ics  and 
associated thrust losses indicates that ejector thrust  should be a 
primary consideraticn in  the  se l ec t ion  of a cooling-air ejector. Ejectors 
which provided high pumping pressure ratios introduced high thrust losses. 
Furthermore, any attempt to control cooling-air flow by throttling 
upstream of the ejector could lead, in some ejector configurations,  to 
thrust losses approaching 35 percent of convergent  nozzle thrust. The . 
investigation indicates that ejectors  should be designed al th   spacing 
ratios shorter than that which would produce the m a x i m u m  pumping pressure 
r a t io  fo r  any one diameter r a t io .  Th i s  type of configuration can give 
sufficient cooling flow with min imum thrus t  loss. 
An increase i n  primary jet  air  supply temperature from 80° t o  46' F 
had a detrimental effect 0.n the pumping a b i l i t y  of the ejectors having 
short spacings between the exits o f  t he  primary jet nozzle and ejector 
shroud. The effect of temperature on thrust r a t i o  was, however, small. 
Increasing  the. humidity of the air supplied to the  e jector  showed . detrimental effects on the  pumping character is t ics  when condensation 
took place during the expansion of the  air through the  ejector. The 
use of -20° dew p i n t  air at 80' F was suf f ic ien t  to eliminate humidity 
e f fec ts  in  the  e jec tors  inves t iga ted .  
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
Cleveland, Ohio 
National Advisory Camittee for  Aerowutics 
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Figure 1. - Schematic diagram of model aetup for  ejector  inveetigat€on. 
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Figure 2. - Typical e f f e c t  of primary pressure r a t i o  on performance 
of conical  cool ing-air  ejector. 
(a) Secondary  pressure ratio. ' 
Figure 3. - Effec t  o f  prim- 'et humidity on ejector performance. 
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(a) Secondary  pressure  ratio;  spacing ratio, 0 . 6 8 .  
Primary pressure  ratio, P d p o  
(b) Thrust  ratio;  spacing  ratio, 0.68. 
Figure 4 .  - Effect  of.prlmary  Jet  temperature  on  ejector  performance;  diameter 
ratio, Da/Dp, 1.58. 
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( c )  Secondary pressure ratio; spacing r a t i o ,  1.32. 
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Primary pressure  ra t io ,  PJpo 
(d) Thrust ra t io;  spacing ratio, 1.32. 
Figure 4. - Concluded. Effect of primary j e t  temperature on e jec to r  
performance;  diameter  ratfo, Ds/Dp, 1.58. 
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Figure 5 .  - Effect of spacing ra t io  on.ejector performance. Primary air 
temperature, 300 F; dlameter r a t i o ,  D $ D p ,  1.10. 
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Figure 6. - Effect of. spacing ratio on ejector perforname. Primarj air 
temperature, 300 F; daameter r a t i o ,  D&, 1.21. 
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(a) Secondary pressure ratio. 
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Figure 7. - Effect of spacing ratio on ejector performance. Primary air 
temperature, 300° F, diameter r a t i o ;  DB/Dp, 1.39. 
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Figure 8 .  - Zffect of spacing ratio on e j e c w r   p e r f o m c e .  primsry air 
temperature, 30@ FJ dfameter ratio, D,&, 1.58. 
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